Critical Learning Skills in the 21st Century: Collaborating for Student Success

Idaho Commission for Libraries

March 10, 2009

Tentative Agenda: Tuesday

Presenter:
Barbara Jansen

Tuesday Purpose:
To examine curriculum points and develop projects integrating Big6 and Scientific Inquiry models

8:00  Sign In and Breakfast Bar Opens

9:00  Barbara Jansen, Big6
      • Essential Questions
      • Instructional Unit Design

noon  Lunch: Online Tools
      • ICFL Website & WebJunction Idaho

1:00–3:00  Barbara Jansen, Big6
         • Instructional Unit Design, continued
         • Show and Share: Poster session
         • Close

Workshop
Barbara Jansen
Certified Big6 Trainer
• http://www.big6.com
Big6, appropriate for grades K-12+, is a process model for solving information problems

Lunch
Going Virtual:
Using Web 2.0 Tools

Presented by:
Anne Abrams
Advocacy & Marketing Consultant
Shirley Biladeau
Continuing Education Consultant
Idaho Commission for Libraries

Mini Agenda
ICFL Web 2.0
• User accounts
• Blog posts
• RSS

WebJunction Idaho
• User accounts
• Blog posts
• Courses
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